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Technology and Naval Combat in the Twentieth Century and Beyond - Phillips Payson O'Brien
2013-01-11
This work examines how the navies of Great Britain, the USA, Germany, Japan, the Soviet Union, France
and Italy confronted the various technological changes posed during different periods in the 20th century.
Storiografia d'industria e d'impresa in Italia e Spagna in età moderna e contemporanea - Antonio Di Vittorio
2004
The Oxford Handbook of the Italian Economy Since Unification - Gianni Toniolo 2013-03-07
The Oxford Handbook of the Italian Economy Since Unification provides, for the first time, a
comprehensive, quantitative "new economic history" of Italy.
The Determinants of Entrepreneurship - Jose L Garcia-Ruiz 2015-10-06
This study looks at entrepreneurial history from three angles: Entrepreneurial Typologies; Business
Leaders; and Culture vs Institutions. The previous scarcity of material makes this collection of eight papers
an invaluable resource and should encourage further analysis.
European Yearbook of Business History - Terry Gourvish 2019-05-23
First published in 1998, The European Yearbook of Business History publishes research and review articles
in English on the history of private enterprises based in individual European countries as well as studies of
transnational corporations. It also includes work on public and state corporations. Its scope is all of Europe,
not merely the countries of the European Union, and its prime, but not exclusive, period of interest is the
19th and 20th centuries. The first issue includes reviews of the present state and future prospects of
business history in most European countries, together with articles summarising current Japanese and
American perspectives on the history of European industrial and commercial enterprises.
Labour History in the Semi-periphery - Leda Papastefanaki 2020-11-23
This collective volume aims at studying a variety of labour history themes in Southern Europe, and
investigating the transformations of labour and labour relations that these areas underwent in the 19th and
the 20th centuries. The subjects studied include industrial labour relations in Southern Europe; labour on
the sea and in the shipyards of the Mediterranean; small enterprises and small land ownership in relation to
labour; formal and informal labour; the tendency towards independent work and the role of culture; forms
of labour management (from paternalistic policies to the provision of welfare capitalism); the importance of
the institutional framework and the wider political context; and women’s labour and gender relations.
Who's who in Italy - 2001
International Fascism, 1919-45 - Robert Mallett 2013-10-08
The essays that comprise this study of 20th-century fascism shift the focus away from the German and
Italian models and towards the influence of fascist ideology within other countries.
Andrea Doria - Maurizio Eliseo 2006
Business and Economic History - Business History Conference 1997
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Rethinking the History of Italian Fascism - Giulia Albanese 2022-03-11
In the last years, the discussion around what is fascism, if this concept can be applied to present forms of
politics and if its seeds are still present today, became central in the political debate. This discussion led to
a vast reconsideration of the meaning and the experience of fascism in Europe and is changing the ways in
which scholars of different generations look at this political ideology and come back to it and it is also
changing the ways in which we consider the experience of Italian fascism in the European and global
context. The aim of the book is building a general history of Fascism and its historiography through the
analysis of 13 different fundamental aspects, which were at the core of Fascist project or of Fascist
practices during the regime. Each essay considers a specific and meaningful aspect of the history of Italian
fascism, reflecting on it from the vantage point of a case study. The essays thus reinterrogates the history
of Fascism to understand in which way Fascism was able to mould the historical context in which it was
born, how and if it transformed political, cultural, social elements that were already present in Italy. The
themes considered are violence, empire, war, politics, economy, religion, culture, but also antifascism and
the impact of Fascism abroad, especially in the Twenties and at the beginnings of the Thirties. The book
could be both used for a general public interested in the history of Europe in the interwar period and for an
academic and scholarly public, since the essays aim to develop a provocative reflection on their own area of
research.
The Catholic Periodical and Literature Index - 1997
Il viaggio degli emigranti in America Latina tra Ottocento e Novecento. Gli aspetti economici, sociali,
culturali - Giuseppe Moricola 2008
La correspondencia en la historia. Modelos y prácticas de la escritura epistolar - Carlos Sáez, Antonio
Castillo Gómez (eds.) 2002-01-01
Afirma Salinas en su "Defensa de la carta misiva y de la correspondencia epistolar", uno de los ensayos que
componen El defensor (1948), que el invento de la carta es, por lo menos, tan valioso como la rueda en el
curso de la humanidad. Desde los correos divinos de la antigua Mesopotamia hasta las modalidades
contemporáneas de la epistolografía popular, las cartas y el oficio de su escritura constituyen una excelente
azotea desde la que asomarse a la historia de las sociedades. La conveniencia de analizar las cartas en
cuanto prácticas sociales sujetas a la dialéctica que todo ejercicio de escritura establece entre la norma que
trata de regularlo y la libertad que desarrolla cada persona en el momento de escribir, así como la
necesidad de abundar en la historia de los usos de una manifestación escrita que hasta hace poco había
interesado casi exclusivamente en cuanto fuente de información, vertebran las páginas de este primer
volumen de las Actas del VI Congreso Internacional de Historia de la Cultura Escrita (Alcalá de Henares,
julio de 2001). De manera más amplia, el interés por la correspondencia como práctica social debe ponerse
en relación con otros dos aspectos que también han marcado la reciente trayectoria de los estudios sobre
cultura escrita: por un lado, la atención dispensada a la actividad manuscrita incluso en el período de la
imprenta, sacando a flote un mundo historiográficamente oculto por el sol cegador del arte tipográfico; y
por otro, la búsqueda de nuevos dominios del escribir que no fueran los habituales de la actividad oficial y
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administrativa, sino los más próximos a la gente: las escrituras cotidianas y personales. Ambos giros han
traído sabia nueva a este ámbito de la investigación y están contribuyendo a una comprensión más plena
del papel desempeñado por la escritura en las respectivas sociedades históricas.
The Growth of the Italian Economy, 1820-1960 - Jon Cohen 2001-09-06
A brief, up-to-date account of Italy's transformation from an agrarian state to an industrial powerhouse.
Towards and Beyond the Italian Republic - Davide Cadeddu 2021-07-12
This book examines the historical process that led to the foundation of the Italian Republic and its
constitution, viewed through the personal experiences and political reflections of Adriano Olivetti (between
1919 and 1960), general manager and president of the well-known typewriter manufacturer “Ing. C.
Olivetti & C.” An unbroken line of reasoning linked his maturing political reflections during the two postwar periods. The historical context of the 1950s did not prove to be very propitious, but the guidelines
dispersed throughout the Italian cultural and political world from the movement that Olivetti founded were
certainly seminal – generating a legacy of ideas that has only in part been recognized. What makes this
study distinctive is the original approach to reading the history of Italy through Adriano Olivetti’s eyes and
thoughts, far from the more common Christian Democratic or Communist perspective of those years. It is
simply another view of what the Italian Republic could be and was not.
L'industria come continuazione della politica - Paolo Fragiacomo 2012

when she draws conclusions from the changing population structure, or from the actions of individual
businesses. Professor Zamagni reveals that even though the population more than doubled during this time
the level of national income rose 19-fold, to move Italy from a peripheral status in Europe to a central
position as a prosperous country. A central theme of the book is Professor Zamagni's argument that the
Italian economy has been successful not by any great individuality of its own but by being flexible enough
to incorporate the successes of other countries: Japan's integrated business network, for example, or
Germany's financial structure. She places the industrialization of Italy in the international context by
comparing Italy's GDP and other measures of prosperity at different times to the USA, Japan, the UK,
France, and Germany. The book is based on original field-work by the author, and the many detailed but
small-scale studies existing in Italian. Quantitative trends are described in more than 70 tables of data,
while the book provides appendices containing chronologies of main events in various sectors and
biographies.
Crossroads of Entrepreneurship - Guido Corbetta 2004-03-31
Combines different disciplinary perspectives: management, economics, sociology, business history.
Addresses current topics like ethnic entrepreneurship, the role of the state and state-owned companies in
promoting entrepreneurship, entrepreneurship and family business, collective entrepreneurship,
differences in entrepreneurship dynamics around the world. Gathers perspectives from different countries
and research traditions. Softcover version of the original that published in March 2004.
Storia dell'Ansaldo: La costruzione di una grande impresa : 1883-1902 - 1994

Aircraft Carrier Impero - Davide F. Jabes 2018-06-30
From 1941, Italy had been developing a top-secret project to install guided rocket weapons aboard aircraft
carriers. Campini Capron s revolutionary guided rocket weapon, the DAAC, which would later become
Hitler s Henschel HS-117 Schmetterling ( Butterfly ), was the selected projectile. Classified intelligence on
the V-1 flying bomb and other aircraft projects were acquired and then discarded when Ansaldo s naval
architect, Lino Campagnoli (1911 1975), issued plans for the Impero battleship to be transformed into a
modern fleet carrier. Previously unpublished documentation reveals how the last of the four state-of-the-art
Littorio-class battleships, which was in advanced completion (hull components and engines installed), was
destined for conversion into a modern aircraft carrier. This is an exhaustive historical review of the Impero
and Regia Marina s (Royal Navy) developments as well as the dramatic story of the lack of co-operation and
strategic insight with Regia Aeronautica before and during the war (1922-1943). Also, a final evaluation of
the revolutionary Pugliese anti-torpedo system, based on unpublished German and Russian documentation,
is assessed.
Storia dell'Ansaldo - Valerio Castronovo 1994

Private Bankers in the Italian 19th Century - Luciano Maffi 2020-12-14
The book analyses the role of private bankers who were pivotal in modernizing the economic and financial
system of Italy in the XIX century. To achieve this they needed to interact with the international haute
banque to organize and place the public loans and the large investments associated with the joint-stock
companies. The theme of reputation, which is currently at the centre of the historiographical debate, is
fundamental for the study of the private banker figures, whose professional success is linked to the limitless
trust accorded to them by their circle of personal contacts. Historiography has studied the role of Italian
bankers in the trade, credit and international finance during the modern age (XVI-XVIII centuries), but it
has not analysed the banking system in the XIX century and its national and international relations. The
case study of Banca Parodi of Genova fills the historiographical gap concerning the role of private bankers
and banking institutions in Italy, highlighting the network between the Parodi family and the international
haute banque; one of the most emblematic cases is the Rothschild family. The book presents a re-elaborates
series of unpublished data, placing them at the disposal of the scientific community and analyses the role of
private bankers in the development of Italian banking institutions in the XIX century to launch a scientific
debate.
Enterprise in the Period of Fascism in Europe - Harold James 2017-07-05
The essays in this volume consider the involvement of business corporations and of individual businessmen
in the politics of the 1930s and 1940s: in the move away from the market and also from democracy, towards
state control and authoritarianism, including the massive intervention of the state in property rights. How
far did businesses attempt to guide this intervention for their own purposes, and to what extent did they
succeed? This debate deals, centrally, with the role of German business, of banks, of industrial
corporations, and of small tradesmen in the Nazi regime. An older discussion of how they may have
facilitated the Nazi takeover has been supplemented here by an investigation into how they made the
regime’s policies possible, and the extent to which the profit motive drove them to participate - with
sometimes more, sometimes less enthusiasm - in the politics of inhumanity. Such discussion has been given
further impetus by legal action, initially in the United States, in the form of class action suits on behalf of
the victims of Nazism. What do such legal and political debates mean for business history? What are the
current responsibilities of business facing the consequences of historical action? And what lessons should
be learned concerning the ethics of business behaviour? The contributions to this volume were originally
presented as papers at a conference organised by the Society for European Business History in Paris in
November 1998.

The Journal of European Economic History - 2003
Evolution of Italian Enterprises in the 20th Century - Renato Giannetti 2009-06-10
During the first two-thirds of the 20th century the themes of sectorial structure and compared performance
prevail in Italian economic historiography. In contrast, in the last part of the century attention is focused on
the behavior of single economic actors and their micro-economic strategies. This book intends to act as a
bridge between the two approaches, and reconstructs the secular journey of Italian industrial enterprise
through an original study.
The Economic History of Italy 1860-1990 - Vera Zamagni 1993-10-28
This book gives a full account of the economic and social history of Italy since unification (1860), with an
introduction covering the previous period since the Middle Ages. The Economic History of Italy represents
a scholarly and authoritative account of Italy's progress from a rural economy to an industrialized nation.
The book makes a broad division of the period into three parts: the take-off (1860-1913), the consolidation
in the midst of two wars and a world depression (1914-47), and the great expansion (1948-1990). Professor
Zamagni traces the growth of industrialization, and argues that despite several advanced areas Italy only
became an industrialized nation after the Second World War, and that during the 1980s the South was still
clearly behind the rest of the country. Zamagni analyses data both from a macroeconomic position, in
looking at the growth of the finance sector, or the role of the State, and from a microeconomic position
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New Directions in Mediterranean Maritime History - Gelina Harlaftis 2017-10-18
This study seeks to correct the underrepresentation of Mediterranean maritime history in academic
publications, in attempt to understand the multi-cultural and multi-ethnic environment in which maritime
activity takes place, by compiling ten essays from maritime historians concerning Spain, France, Italy,
Malta, Slovenia, Greece, Turkey, and Israel. The aim of the collection is to provide an insight into
Mediterranean maritime history to those who could not previously access such information due to language
barriers or difficulty securing non-English publications; some of the essays have translated into English
specifically for this publication. The majority of the essays concern the Early Modern period, and the
remainder concern the contemporary.
My Fault - Margherita Sarfatti 2013-10-18
Mussolini's Jewish mistress confesses: How she educated a rough uncultured man to become a politician
and consolidated the fascist regime.
Explorations in the History of Machines and Mechanisms - Carlos López-Cajún 2016-05-15
This volume includes contributions presented at the Fifth IFToMM Symposium on the History of Machines
and Mechanisms, held at Universidad Autonoma de Queretaro, Santiago de Queretaro, QRO, Mexico, in
June 2016. It contains work on theories and facts concerning mechanisms and machines from antiquity to
current times as viewed in the present day. Topics include modern reviews of past works; people, history,
and their works; direct memories of the recent past; historic development theories; the history of the design
of machines and mechanisms; developments of mechanical design and automation; the historic
development of teaching; the history of schools of engineering and the education of engineers.
World of Possibilities - Charles F. Sabel 2002-05-16
This book retells the history of Western industrialization, revealing possibilities unexplored in the
nineteenth century, variants of which have come to transform present day economies. It shows that
economic actors have historically been more aware of the great strategic choices they faced than standard
theory credits them with being, and this surprising acuity allows them to imagine and put into practice
solutions which current theories of industrial organization have scarcely anticipated. The book is therefore
at one and the same time a contribution to a substantive revision of the history of mechanized production
and a propaedeutic in a form of explanation that approximates the knowledge of the actor to the knowledge
of the theorist. The volume groups essays presented by a multinational team of historians and social
scientists drawing on intensive primary research on a wide range of firms, regions, sectors and national
economies in Western Europe and the United States from the eighteenth century to the 1990s.
Storia dell'Ansaldo - Giorgio Mori 2000
Hitler and His Allies in World War Two - Jonathan Adelman 2020-03-25
In an area where in-depth studies of Hitler's relations with Nazi Germany's allies, and the failure of Nazi
Germany to make more effective use of them during the war, are scant, this is a survey that looks at the
Soviet Union, Japan, France, Italy, Spain, Romania and Hungary and their relationship to Nazi Germany.
Using a comparative approach, seven case studies examine themes such as co-operation and resistance,
military and economic aid, treatment of Jews, relations with the enemies and the popular sentiment towards
Germany. Jonathan Adelman has provided students of the Second World War with a welcome mine of
information and a unique perspective on a much-studied topic.
Storia dell'Ansaldo - 1994
1994 - Massimo Mastrogregori 1999-01-01
Annually published since 1930, the International bibliography of Historical Sciences (IBOHS) is an
international bibliography of the most important historical monographs and periodical articles published
throughout the world, which deal with history from the earliest to the most recent times. The works are
arranged systematically according to period, region or historical discipline, and within this classification
alphabetically. The bibliography contains a geographical index and indexes of persons and authors.
Researching World War I - Dennis Showalter 2003
Discusses secondary historical literature dealing with World War I, with essays organized by country or
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region and chapters dealing with topics such as the war at sea, air war, the mobilization of industry, and
new military technology.
Il mestiere di storico (2018) vol. 1 - Autori Vari 2018-12-11T00:00:00+01:00
Riflessioni Carlotta Sorba, A chi giova la storia culturale? Philippe Rygiel, Les migrations internationales au
prisme d’une historiographie nationale Simon Levis Sullam, Dai «lieux de mémoire» ai «luoghi della
memoria» Discussioni Axel R. Schäfer, Lodovic Tournès, Maurizio Vaudagna, Elisabetta Vezzosi e Kiran K.
Patel, Oltre il primato dello Stato nazionale (a cura di Domenica La Banca e Marco Mariano) Rassegne e
letture Ferdinando Fasce, Consumi globali, oltre i miti Andreas Gottsmann, La monarchia asburgica Giorgio
Del Zanna, La fine dell’Impero ottomano Arianna Arisi Rota, L’America nel discorso risorgimentale Mario
Isnenghi, Caporetto un secolo dopo, in tre volumi Marco Buttino, Tre sguardi sulla Rivoluzione russa Chiara
Giorgi, Presente e passato coloniale nella storia e nella storiografia italiana Valeria Pinchera, Moda come
pratica sociale, culturale e politica Altri linguaggi Adriano Roccucci, Antonella Salomoni, Rivoluzione in
mostra tra Russia ed Europa Mostre e musei Valeria Galimi, Polin Michelangela Di Giacomo, House of
European History Maddalena Carli, Post Zang Tumb Tuuum Storia in movimento Giovanni Gozzini, Dunkirk
Roberto Peruzzi, First They Killed My Father Damiano Garofalo, Libere Alessio Gagliardi, Assalto al cielo
Stefano Pisu, Wormwood Letteratura e storia Valeria Deplano, I fantasmi dell’impero di M. Cosentino, D.
Diodaro, L. Panella Francesco Montessoro, La bellezza è una ferita di E. Kurniawan Maria Cristina
Ercolessi, Teoria generale dell’oblio di J.E. Agualusa Giovanni Cristina, Patria di F. Aramburu Antonio Fiori,
Atti umani di H. Kang I libri del 2017 / 1 Indici Indice degli autori e dei curatori Indice dei recensori
Iron Arm - John Joseph Timothy Sweet 2006-12
A detailed study of Italy's long-ignored tank force Explores the intersection of technology, war, and society
in Mussolini's Italy Second only to Germany in number of tank divisions, first to create an armored corps
Though overshadowed by Germany's more famous Afrika Korps, Italian tanks formed a large part of the
Axis armored force that the Allies confronted--and ultimately defeated--in North Africa in the early years of
World War II. Those tanks were the product of two decades of debate and development as the Italian
military struggled to produce a modern, mechanized army in the aftermath of World War I. For a time, Italy
stood near the front of the world's tank forces--but once war came, Mussolini's iron arm failed as an
effective military force. This is the story of its rise and fall.
Resources and Infrastructures in the Maritime Economy, 1500-2000 - Gordon Boyce 2017-10-18
This book provides a study of both the physical and intangible frameworks that enabled maritime resources
to flow and infrastructures to operate. The aim is to demonstrate the complexity and diversity of the legal,
social, cultural, and institutional forces at work within maritime economics. Port development, planning,
and policy-making constitute the physical frameworks, while agency structures and consular networks
make up the non-physical factors under discussion. Both land and sea commodities are examined, including
capital mobilised from other sectors, and a particularly pertinent maritime commodity, fish. Through case
studies, theory-driven analysis, evidence from statistical data, and regional and national comparisons, it
successfully illustrates the structure of resource flow and the shape of maritime economic activity on an
international scale spanning the eighteenth, nineteenth, and twentieth centuries. Nations examined include
Scotland, England, New Zealand, Italy, Denmark, plus several Nordic and Mediterranean states. The book
consists of three sections: the first exploring intangible infrastructures and their components; the second,
resource flow and economic development; and, finally, the physical infrastructures of the ports themselves.
Genesis. Rivista della Società italiana delle storiche (2016) Vol. 15/1 - Autori Vari
2016-11-04T00:00:00+01:00
Il tema: Donne “comuni” nell’Europa della Grande Guerra a cura di Roberto Bianchi e Monica Pacini Donne
“comuni” nell’Europa della Grande Guerra. Saggio introduttivo | Open access Catia Papa, Lettere alla
regina madre: voci di italiane nella Grande Guerra Christine Darnige, Des lettres, des colis, du courage et
des larmes. Une parentèle féminine languedocienne dans la Grande Guerre Augusta Molinari, Donne
sospese tra pace e guerra. La mobilitazione femminile come pratica di assistenza Ana Cergol Paradiž,
Marta Verginella, «Volemo pan, polenta e lavor»: le proteste delle donne triestine, 1914-1918 Antonio
Farina, Frauen in Männerdomäne. Donne tra industria bellica e protesta annonaria, Brema 1914-1918
Lecture Teresa Bertilotti, Getting out of the nationalism framework: women, wars, memory. A conversation
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with Maria Bucur Interventi Angiolina Arru, La presenza assente delle donne: un ossimoro del Dizionario
biografico degli italiani Il Sinodo dei vescovi. La vocazione e la missione della famiglia nella Chiesa e nel
mondo contemporaneo. Introduzione a cura di Giulia Calvi Chiara Saraceno, Una prospettiva globale ridotta
e priva di dimensione storico-antropologica Massimo De Giuseppe, «Entre hogar y comunidad». Il Sinodo
della famiglia: una prospettiva latinoamericana Rubriche Recensioni Ida Fazio, Famiglie, proprietà, lavoro
delle donne: nuove domande a temi di lunga durata Dario Miccoli, Interazioni e immaginari omosessuali nel
Mediterraneo di età moderna Emma Schiavon, Alle origini della società di massa. Donne e propaganda al
tempo della Grande Guerra Resoconti | Open access Umberto Grassi, Behavioral Practice, Social
Boundaries and the Marking of Identity in the Early Modern Era (Tel Aviv, 14-16 giugno 2015) Graziella
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Gaballo, La Grande Guerra delle italiane. Mobilitazioni, diritti, trasformazioni (Roma, 24-25 settembre
2015) Ellen Crabtree, Celebrating twenty years of «Clio» (Paris, 20 November 2015) Le pagine della SIS, a
cura di Susanna Mantioni | Open access Summaries Le autrici e gli autori
Rulers, Guns, and Money - Jonathan A. Grant 2007-03-15
Challenging traditional views of arms dealers as agents of their own countries, Grant asserts that these
firms pursued their own economic interests while convincing their home governments that weapon sales
meant national prestige and influence. Grant tells how the resulting arms trade eventually led to an all-out
arms race, and ultimately to war.
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